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Wisconsin Labor Standards Laws
Wisconsin Labor Standards Laws. Employers covered by these standards also may be subject to similar federal
laws and regulations as well. In cases where the laws contain different requirements and the state regulations are
more stringent, the department is required by law to enforce the state regulations. Federal laws do not preempt
state regulations in these cases.

Wisconsin Labor Laws
Meals and Breaks. Wisconsin labor laws require employers to provide employees under the age of eighteen (18)
at least a 30-minute duty free meal period when working a shift greater than six (6) hours in duration. Wisconsin
does not require employers to provide breaks, including lunch breaks, for workers eighteen (18) years old or
older,...

Wisconsin Employment Laws
Wisconsin Employment Laws. In conjunction with federal labor laws, state laws cover a wide range of
employment law issues, including the minimum wage, overtime pay, legal holidays, whistleblower rights, as
well as "right to work" issues. For example, Wisconsin's employment law sets the rate at which overtime work
must be paid and...

Wisconsin Employment & Labor Laws | WI Handbook
Need info about Wisconsin's employment and labor laws? Employment Law Handbook has free detailed
information for all categories. Click to read more.

Wisconsin Employment Laws State Employment Laws ...
Wisconsin Labor Standards Laws Wisconsin Labor Standards Laws. Employers covered by these standards also
may be subject to similar federal laws and regulations as well. In cases where the laws contain different
requirements and the state regulations are more stringent, the department is required by law to enforce the state
regulations. Federal ...

Guide to Wisconsin’s Employment of Minors Laws
Employment of minors legislation purpose. The purpose of employment of minors legislation is to protect the
life, health, safety, and welfare of minors. The goal of modern employment of minors laws is to prevent through
regulation rather than to award damages or penalties after an injury or violation occurs.

Wisconsin Employee Rights

This law falls under wrongful termination. Cessation of Health Care Benefits Law. Additionally, Wisconsin
employee rights state that any worker can know within 60 days advance notice of the event that health care
benefits may cease: mandatory information during the hiring process.

Wisconsin Labor Laws Breaks
WI labor laws for breaks involve the job economy. WI labor laws for breaks involve your rights as a worker in
the United States, specifically if working in the state of Wisconsin. So here’s a list of some of the issues you
need to keep in mind in regards to WI labor laws for breaks and other rules: Everything You Need to Know
About Wisconsin ...

Employment Law
FirstStep Employment Law Advisor (U.S. Dept. of Labor) Determine which Dept. of Labor laws apply to your
business. Answer a series of questions and be directed to information & laws with which your business must
comply.

At
Wrongful Termination in Wisconsin. If a company fires a worker under these exceptions, it is a violation of the
state’s employment laws. This could open the company to a lawsuit by the wronged worker. Through such
claims, employees may be able to collect compensation including front and back pay, reimbursement of attorney
fees,...

